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Abstract The increase in sensor-assisted applications

such as sensing campaigns and interactions in large-scale

populations put new demands on seamless sharing of

sensor information on a global scale. Existing support is

limited due to simplified information models reflecting

narrow application scenarios and poorly scaling architec-

tures. In response to this, we present an application archi-

tecture for pervasive internet-of-things applications which

circumvents these limitations. Our architecture enables

applications to utilize information from sensors and wire-

less sensor networks via a peer-to-peer overlay. The

overlay shares sensor information in an generic informa-

tion model, which is extensible and thus enables intelligent

application behavior. Our evaluation of the architecture

indicates that it supports the sharing of sensor information

on a global scale in sensor-assisted applications, with low

response times. Finally, we evaluate the feasibility of

running such applications in end devices with limited

resources in a sensor-assisted application prototype.

Keywords Internet-of-things � Context awareness �
Ubiquitous

1 Introduction

With the current escalation of smart mobile devices, people

demand applications to behave more intelligently. These

applications are integrated into people’s everyday lives and

are made aware of their user’s situation and context, in

order to change their own application behavior. This opens

up a new field of user friendly services, which can perva-

sively be per person adapted to provide the best possible

service for that particular user. In detail, these context-

aware applications have enable us to use the features of

mobile computing and intelligent reasoning in new forms

of applications [1], such as sensing campaigns and inter-

actions in large-scale populations. These types of features

are also included in the vision of an Internet-of-things [2],

where the expectations are in the order of 50 billion con-

nected devices by 2020 [3]. For example, using smart-

phones to gather sensor information and create context-

aware mobile applications, which also can utilize sensor

information from other connected devices. In this paper,

we present a new approach to context-aware applications in

ambient environments and for the Internet-of-things, such

as applications utilizing real-time sensor sharing between

different devices, large-scale crowd sourcing of sensor

information, and per person adapted services.

Current context-aware applications focus on a quite

narrow scenario, where they can manage the communica-

tion without scalability issues. This has led to a large pro-

liferation in the area that has obscured the real problems

faced with large-scale deployment. These early successes

include for example health care solutions [4], which can

share simple data such as heart rate and blood pressure a few

times per second, and location-based services [5], which

often claim to be operating in real time even when they only

update the location every few seconds. Smart home
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solutions such as [6] focus on local exchange and reasoning

of contextual information, but hiding their limited potential

when sharing with all connected entities on a global Inter-

net-of-things. We foresee that the future will demand better

services in the form of faster update frequencies, awareness,

and reasoning. Thus, applications will require a continuous

stream of sensor and actuator updates for their regular

operation. Furthermore, as our surroundings become more

aware through an increasing amount of sensors, the amount

of contextual information on the Internet-of-things will also

increase. In response earlier shortcomings in handling this

vast amount of information, we are proposing a solution

which is based on a fully distributed system and provide

real-time sensor information delivery. Our solution is an

application level platform that provides peer-to-peer distri-

bution of sensor information in a reliable way among con-

nected entities, which also has an extensible information

model that enables intelligent application behavior. The

platform can thus be used to create an Internet-of-things,

where any device that is running the platform may connect

with other peers and share information in an efficient way.

This also includes mobile clients running on devices with

limited resources, such as smartphones.

1.1 Scenario

The scenario and problem that is studied in this article is

explained by following Sarah around in her daily life:

Sarah lives in an urban environment and has connected her

sensors with her health center. When she wakes up in the

morning, her smartphone suggests a menu for breakfast,

based on her current medically suggested diet. After

breakfast, she receives information concerning meetings at

the office, and the current traffic information indicates that

it is necessary to leave a little earlier than usual. She is also

notified and suggested to take a warm jacket, because it is

colder than usual outside. While driving, she receives real-

time notifications on the shortest possible route to reach her

office. Furthermore, when arriving at the office, she is

alerted on the pending work and agenda. During the work

day, wearable health sensors indicate that she needs to

update her health profile at the health center and see a

doctor, and she thus retrieves a suggested appointment

depending on her work schedule and availability. After

visiting the doctor, her smartphone retrieves the updated

information about the new medications and diet plans.

When traveling back home, she receives information

regarding a pharmacy on the way with her new medications

available. After leaving the pharmacy, she is also informed

about offers regarding groceries from the supermarket next

to the pharmacy, which matches her new diet plan. Upon

arrival at home, the events for the following day are

available and her enriched connected life continues.

1.2 Concrete goals

To address the problems Sarah faced in the stated scenario,

we have identified six concrete goals which must be met by

a proposed solution. Thus, to successfully enable ubiqui-

tous sensor-assisted application on the Internet-of-things,

the following goals must be met:

1. Sensor-assisted applications must have seamless

access to global sensor information in a ubiquitous

manner.

2. The sharing of global sensor information between end

devices must occur in real time and without any

unnecessary delays.

3. The sensor information sharing must scale well with a

vast number of connected entities, thus also avoiding

any central points of failure.

4. A generic and extensible information model is needed

in order to enable intelligent application behavior.

5. The information sharing must also support discovery,

querying, and searching for new sources of

information.

6. End devices must be able to balance their resource

consumptions against quality-of-experience require-

ments on a per application basis.

The remainder of this paper is focused on answering

these goals and is organized in the following way: Sect. 2

presents related work in the area. Section 3 presents our

proposed architecture and approach. Section 4 presents

how we extend the existing MediaSense platform to realize

the proposed approach. Section 5 presents our proof-of-

concept prototype and an evaluation of it. Section 6 pre-

sents an evaluation on the feasibility of different resource

limitations for the quality of experience in applications on

the Internet-of-things. Finally, Sect. 7 presents our con-

clusions and future work.

2 Related work

Context-aware applications have been studied for some

time, but with the recent escalation in the mobile market,

they have proliferated and increased in multitude. The

constant change of context information dictates that it must

be gathered from many different sources concurrently at

the same time. This is often achieved by using automated

sensors, predefined personal profiles, intelligent schedul-

ing, statistics gathering, etc. Furthermore, the recent

advances in this area have so far produced a large number

of different platforms for creating context-aware applica-

tions. These related architectures can be organized into

three distinct categories, depending on where they store the

actual context information. In detail, these three categories
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are as follows: centralized, semi-distributed, and fully

distributed architectures.

2.1 Centralized architectures

Centralized architectures store the context information

under a single administrative authority, either in a single

large database or replicated in a cloud-based manner. An

example on how this can look like can be seen in Fig. 1. In

this figure, we have the end devices denoted as black dots,

sensors denoted as S, and the actual usable information

denoted as I. In detail, this figure shows how the sensors

are connected to the devices which simply send all the

information to a centralized point, which applications in

turn communicate with. Related work examples of this type

of centralized storage include SenseWeb [7], SENSEI [8],

and SicsthSense [9]. Where for SenseWeb, for example it

uses a hierarchical triangular mesh indexing scheme

implemented as tables a SQL backend server, SENSEI

stores their information in a so-called resource directory

that they have implemented using Java and a MySQL

database, and SicsthSense stores the information in a

cloud-based manner accessed using REST calls. However,

all of these centralized architectures have scalability issues

when the number of updates and queries increases in

magnitude. Therefore, they will have problems with sup-

port for continuously updating data with low latencies.

These architectures are also prone to failure, because they

expose single points of failure.

2.2 Semi-distributed architectures

Semi-distributed architectures store the context informa-

tion locally on each entity in a peer-to-peer manner, but

still maintain a centralized authority for the exchange of

context between peers. An overview figure of this can be

seen in Fig. 2, which shows how the information I from the

sensors S, now is stored on the end devices (the black dots)

but still brokered by one or many centralized components.

Typical for these architectures is that they use session-

establishment protocols to exchange the context, but under

supervision by a centralized authority. Mobilife [10],

CONTEXT [11], and ADAMANTIUM [12] are examples

of such systems. Where ADAMANTIUM follows this

typical example and uses the SIP protocol [13] to establish

sessions. These architectures scale better in comparison

with centralized architectures, but they still maintain a

centralized component. This will become a bottleneck for

the context exchange when the entities perform many

queries on a large and continually changing dataset, since

the centralized component has to administrate all the ses-

sions, even if the actual exchange is performed outside of

the centralized component.

2.3 Fully distributed architectures

Fully distributed architectures both store and administrate

the context locally on each entity in a peer-to-peer manner.

An overview of this can be seen in Fig. 3, which shows

how all the useful information I from the sensors S, is

stored on the end devices (the black dots), as well as the

being exchanged in a pure peer-to-peer manner. Typical for

these architectures is that they often utilize Distributed

Hash Tables (DHT) to enable logarithmic scaling when the

number of entities increases in magnitude. Examples of

such architectures are SOFIA [14] and COSMOS [15].

Naturally, these systems do not contain any single point of

failure and are thus more resilient, even if the distribution

itself often require additional overhead for maintaining an

overlay. The main problem of fully distributed architec-

tures is that it puts a larger responsibility on the end

devices. These end devices can however be limited in

capacity, e.g., bandwidth and processing power, which will

induce issues when sharing context information on a large

scale.

3 Our proposed architecture

Different locations, people, and things have been taken into

consideration in the scenario, for example Sarah, her home,

the office, and a hospital. In our proposed architecture, we

see all of these as more than just different end devices with

Fig. 1 Overview of typical centralized architectures

Fig. 2 Overview of typical semi-distributed architectures
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attached sensors, and we see them as different individual

entities. An overview of our proposed architecture with

these connected entities can be seen in Fig. 4. In detail, the

figure shows multiple entities (with attached sensors

denoted as S and actuators denoted as A) connected through

a common communication architecture with a supporting

back-end system. The idea is that all connected entities

shall be able to communicate with all other entities in a

fully distributed manner, but have access to different sup-

porting systems for resource heavy tasks such as persis-

tence and time-consuming computations. In comparison

with related work, our architecture should be more reliable

and well scaling than centralized and semi-distributed

architectures, while still being very lightweight when

compared to other fully distributed architectures. This is

because we will combine the benefits of scalability and

speed from fully distributed architectures, as well as pro-

viding support for services that require features which fully

distributed architectures traditionally have had problems to

achieve, such as persistent storage.

3.1 Context entities

As previously stated, we see the persons, things, locations,

etc. from the scenarios as different context-aware entities.

In detail, we consider any entity that have sensors or

actuators attached to itself and can communicate this

information forward, as an entity. All these entities will

have a digital representation of its current situation, a form

of self-perspective, which we call a context schema. This

context schema contains all relevant knowledge for a par-

ticular entity’s current situation and context. In detail, the

schema is the composite set of all local contextual infor-

mation and all relevant contextual information from other

entities. This can be seen in Eq. 1, where Cn is the resulting

context schema for an entity n containing a set of infor-

mation I. Where In
local is the set of local information

available at entity n, and In
relevant is the set of all relevant

information for entity n from other entities. In detail, Eq. 2

defines In
local as the set of all information on the local entity

n for all different information types k. Equation 3 shows

how we calculate the set of relevant context information

from other entities. For all other entities m and for all their

k different information types, im,k is the information being

evaluated and fk
relevant(im,k) is the relevance function for

determining whether the information of type k from node

m is relevant or not. In which, xn,k is the threshold value for

the relevance evaluation, given by the evaluating entity

n for the particular information type k. The idea is thus to

modify xn,k to fit the desired quality, precision, complexity,

etc. for a particular entity’s application scenario.

Cn ¼ fIlocal
n [ Irelevant

n g ð1Þ

Ilocal
n ¼ 8kfin;kg ð2Þ

Irelevant
n ¼ 8m 6¼n8kfim;kjf relevant

k ðim;kÞ� xn;kg ð3Þ

In our proposed architecture, these context schemes for

the context entities are filled with information from a large

amount of entities with very rapidly changing sensor

information. Where we expect to produce more

information than any end application is capable of

managing. But the sought after quality of experience and

available resources of the end applications will be a factor

for the contextual relevance evaluation, and thus, the

information overload should be hidden for the end user

when interacting with the application. It is however very

important that the user still feels satisfied with the quality

of the presented information in the application. This

approach does however rely on the existence of a method

for evaluating context relevance. Such functions have been

studied in many forms [16, 17], for example by using finite

state machines, Markov models, etc. But performing these

calculations will be very time-consuming or sometimes

Fig. 3 Overview of typical fully distributed architectures
Fig. 4 General overview of the proposed architecture
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even impossible to calculate, such in the cases of nonlinear

or multidimensional values. This is why the problem is

often simplified in many related implementations to only

manage simple context values, such as latitude and

longitude.

3.2 Communication architecture

Sarah interacts with quite many entities in the stated sce-

nario. Thus, the communication architecture should pro-

vide the means for the real-time information exchange and

support for a wide range of applications, while avoiding

any central points of failure. Where we believe that the

only true way of enabling real-time capabilities is to

directly exchange data between entities, with no proxying

or middle management. Hence, in order to address this,

some form of fully distributed architecture will be needed.

Furthermore, it should be capable of peer-to-peer exchange

to minimize the delay and be lightweight in order to run on

limited devices. The supporting architecture should also be

transparent and pervasive to the user, so that the user can

focus on what is important, i.e., their own life and the

benefits from the services that they are using.

3.3 Back-end support systems

The complexity of the services which Sarah is interacting

with requires more functionality than any personal device

can possess, for example reliable persistence of her infor-

mation, historical sensor values, computational heavy rea-

soning, billing, and privacy protected information. These

types of services are very difficult to handle in a fully

distributed manner with resource-limited devices. Thus, we

envision that there are nodes with higher responsibilities

and better resources connected to the communication

architecture as well. We call these support systems, and

they act as a back end to different applications, which

might require additional resources for various reasons. For

example, Sarah’s hospital will probably use a back-end

support system for the health records, which must be stored

persistently and securely. In similarity, her office might

also use a back-end system for the company’s internal

information and protected resources.

4 Realizing the architecture

In this paper, we realized the general architecture using the

MediaSense platform, which gave us a solid framework for

performing evaluations, testing, and field trials. In detail,

the MediaSense platform is an open source peer-to-peer

Internet-of-things platform for distributed sensor and

actuating, in a scalable manner without any central point of

failure. It is however important to note that our proposed

architecture only utilize the basic functions of MediaSense

to communicate and connect entities, and all new features

proposed in this article were realized on top of the existing

platform. The platform itself has been updated in several

stages [18, 19], but it is now released to the public as an

open source project and can be used in a wide range of

applications. Our realization can be seen in Fig. 5, and it

shows the peer-to-peer platform connecting entities, which

are denoted as black circles in the figure. Furthermore, the

MediaSense platform supports both sensors and actuators,

which are denoted as S and A in the figure. The idea is then

as such that MediaSense realizes the communication

architecture component from Fig. 4.

4.1 Architecture layers

The MediaSense platform uses a five layer architecture,

i.e., interface layer, sensor/actuator layer, add-in layer,

dissemination layer, and networking layer. A figure of the

layered MediaSense architecture can be seen in Fig. 6.

The interface layer is the public interface through which

applications interact with the MediaSense platform. Thus,

all applications are connected to this layer and are using the

publicly exposed API. In detail, the interface layer contains

the MediaSense application interface, which is a generic

and standardized application programming interface (API)

for developers to build their own applications upon.

The sensor/actuator layer is the layer containing the

physical sensors and actuators. Where they connect into the

MediaSense platform via the interface layer. The purpose

of the sensor/actuator layer is to enable a generalized

Fig. 5 Overview on the realized architecture using the MediaSense

platform
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method to produce and consume information in the Me-

diaSense platform. The problem is that there exist a large

number of different sensors and actuators, which use many

different hardware technologies. Thus, this layer provides a

generic mean of connecting any type of sensor and actuator

into the platform in a seamless manner.

The add-in layer is for adding extra functionality to the

MediaSense platform. This is done by creating and acti-

vating an extension component, such as publish/subscribe

functions, caching, optimizations, security, authentication,

reasoning. The purpose of the add-in layer is to enable

developers to add optional functionality optimization

algorithms to the MediaSense platform. Thus, the add-in

layer makes it possible for the MediaSense platform to use

tailored extensions to meet specific application require-

ments, which can be loaded and unloaded in runtime when

needed.

The dissemination layer is responsible for disseminating

information to different peers using the Distributed Context

eXchange Protocol (DCXP) [20], thus providing the

primitive functionality of the system. The dissemination

layer is also in charge of managing the connections to all

other entities in the fully distributed system. The dissemi-

nation layer contains a lookup service which is used to find

and resolve locations of information within the system,

utilizing a Distributed Hash Table (DHT). In detail, DCXP

resolves a so-called Universal Context Identifier (UCI) in

the DHT and can then subsequently transferring informa-

tion directly to and from the resolved entity in a peer-to-

peer manner. In detail, the current implementation uses a

DHT where all entities are connected in a circular manner,

similar to the Chord DHT [21]. The peer-to-peer traffic

uses a reliable UDP protocol which does not have any

initial handshaking and thus can deliver the actual useful

information in the first packet, as well as resend any lost

packets. Thus, the dissemination layer enables the real-time

dissemination of information between all entities that

participate in the system, because of the peer-to-peer nature

of the communication.

The networking layer is the lowest layer and signifies

the underlying IP network infrastructure, which the Me-

diaSense platform is operating on. The platform is designed

to operate over heterogeneous infrastructure, including

wireless and mobile. Thus, the purpose of the networking

layer is to solve any problems of connecting and commu-

nicating over the current underlying network infrastructure.

4.2 Communication and signaling

The communication and signaling algorithm in the Me-

diaSense platform is quite simple. The underlying DHT

manages and takes care of the relations to other connected

entities. Any user can call the interface layer to register a

sensor name within the system, and then, any other user

can resolve this sensor name in order to find the end point

responsible for that sensor. The user can then subsequently

retrieve the latest sensor value from the source. In detail,

the user performs the register UCI function inside the

lookup service, which stores the location of the registering

entity inside the DHT. Thus, from this moment onwards,

any other user can resolve this UCI with the resolve

function to find the originating entity. Following this, the

user can create a peer-to-peer session with the originating

user and get the sensor information directly from the

source. A figure over this resolving and retrieving can be

seen in Fig. 7, which shows the initial resolve and the

following peer-to-peer session. In detail, the figure shows

how a node can resolve a UCI within the MediaSense

system with logarithmic lookup time and subsequently

retrieve the actual sensor value directly from the other

entity which has the sensor attached.

From this, we have also analytically analyzed the esti-

mated response times of our system. Where n is the total

number of entities in the system, ttransmission is the time for

the communicating between two entities, and tlookup is the

time for a single lookup in the local partition of the hash

table on a node. The estimated maximum latency to

Fig. 6 The MediaSense platform’s layered architecture

Fig. 7 The MediaSense platform’s signaling for resolving and

retrieving sensor values
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register a sensor tregister, can be seen in Eq. 4, and it will

logarithmically scale with the size of the network. The

estimated maximum latency for a resolve tresolve, can be

seen in Eq. 5, and it follows the same scale as the register,

but has an additional delay for the response to return back.

The estimated maximum latency for retrieving a sensor

value tretrieve can be seen in Eq. 6, given that we already

have performed the resolve beforehand, which simply is

the communication delay to and from the two entities. It is

however important to note that the value of ttransmission

highly depends on the links between which the entities that

are communicating.

tregister ¼
XlogðnÞ

i¼1

ðttransmission þ tlookupÞ ð4Þ

tresolve ¼
XlogðnÞ

i¼1

ðttransmission þ tlookupÞ þ ttransmission ð5Þ

tretrieve ¼ ttransmission þ ttransmission ¼ 2� ttransmission ð6Þ

4.3 Cloud-based back-end support systems

Because of the limited resources on the devices of the

entities, we have created additional extensions to the Me-

diaSense platform to support cloud-based back-end support

systems. Hence, this have been created as a new feature for

MediaSense and is thus a new contribution to the platform.

We did this in order to correctly handle sensitive infor-

mation, redundancy, reasoning, billing, security, etc. We

needed these features in order to fulfill the high demands

on ensuring that no vital information is lost and that the

correct decisions are made. In detail, our extension uses a

cloud server architecture, for example gather the values

from the distributed entities in the system. In detail, this

provides additional storage of historical information in case

of failure and the ability to provide computational heavy

reasoning based on this gathered data. This cloud server

also has an additional security component, which only

allows users with the correct privileges to access certain

private information in order to protect privacy. This

extension to the MediaSense platform also provides means

of running traditional Web service applications, which can

utilize the distributed sensor sources. However, this cloud-

based back end endangers the real-time aspects and should

not be used in scenarios, which has high demands on real-

time delivery, but it should be used when intelligent and

computational heavy decision making is required. Thus,

the cloud-based back end should only be seen as a com-

plement to the normal peer-to-peer exchange of the Me-

diaSense platform.

4.4 Discovery of relevant information

In the stated scenario, there is a fair amount of unknown

information which must be discovered, ranked, and deter-

mined what is important to the current application. For

example, as Sarah travels, she might find new sensors from

users, which she had no prior knowledge about, and these

new sensors must be evaluated based on importance and

how relevant they are to her current situation. This also

includes evaluations of reliability, for example a tempera-

ture sensor close to a hot radiator is probably not the best

sensor available, because it will report a temperature sev-

eral degrees higher. In response to this, we were required to

extend the basic MediaSense platform even further, in

order to address these problems. We have solved this by

both allowing the end devices themselves to either perform

computational heavy reasoning or to offload the responsi-

bility to a back-end support system, which has more

powerful hardware for complex computations.

Multiple statistical methods exist to determine the most

relevant information and to discover new interesting enti-

ties. One possible approach was explained in Eqs. 1, 2, and

3, which uses a predefined relevance threshold based on the

application scenario and type of information being evalu-

ated. Another possible approach we are exploring is to filter

the information based on the current situation. As each

entity has a context schema of its own self-representation,

the schema can also be used to find the best possible fit into

a set of predefined situations or states. We can see this as a

Markov model, to create probabilities of belonging to a

certain state and the transition between them. From the

scenario, we can for example build up a Markov model like

in Fig. 8, where we can see how Sarah can transit between

the predefined situations with a certain probability. But in a

larger and more general case, the problems are apparent.

This is because the amount of possible states increases in

magnitude for the general case, perhaps even to an infinite

degree. Thus, we have no way of classifying all the pos-

sible states, and the calculations will be very resource

consuming. However, there are approaches which apply

hidden Markov models to solve the problem in the general

case, given that we have a large enough dataset of what is

considered being relevant contextual information. We can

also aid in the discovery of relevant information by ranking

information based on the importance and reliability of their

sensor source. Given the fact that many entities trust and

use the same sensor source, should indicate that it is a good

source of relevant information, especially in combination

with the current situation from the Markov model and the

context schema information relevance evaluation.
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5 Proof-of-concept application

Many proof-of-concept applications have been created in

order to verify the realized architecture. But in this paper,

we focus on a particular proof-of-concept application,

which was based on health care services, similar to the

services that Sarah used in the scenario. In detail, our proof

of concept has features such as health monitoring,

appointment reservations, historical graphs, suggested diet

plans, id tag scanning, location tracking, and alarming an

emergency. However, the intelligence logic behind these

features was quite simple. The application was demon-

strated on three different devices in order to show the

versatility of the platform and the application areas. They

are in detail: an Android smartphone, a TV system, and a

normal Web interface. Figure 9 shows sample views of

these three interfaces.

Preliminary measurements of latencies and response

times have also been done on the proof-of-concept appli-

cations. We measured two parameters: resolving a sensor

name in the system and retrieving a value from a remote

user. In detail, the resolve was measured from the resolve

call on the interface layer, to when the resolve is returning

the answer with the location of the sensor. Following the

same setup, the retrieve was measured from the get call on

the interface layer, to when the newest value is returned

back to the application. We performed the evaluation

between a smartphone and a computer connected to the

same WiFi, with 10 more nodes connected to the DHT at

the same time. The actual measurements were performed

on the smartphone side, and it was tested on a Samsung

Galaxy Nexus smartphone. In detail, the results we got

were that the resolve operation took on average 70 ms with

a standard deviation of 77 ms. While the average for the

retrieve operation was 53 ms with a standard deviation of

61 ms.

We also did a preliminary evaluation with more entities

in the system, this in order to get an indication on

scalability. But because of the replications in the DHT to

achieve the logarithmic lookup, no major difference could

be observed. In detail, we performed the same test with 500

nodes in the system, and we got a response time for

resolving on average 69 ms with a standard deviation of

66 ms. We also got a similar response time for the retrieve

operation, namely 51 ms with a standard deviation of

70 ms. These measurements can however only be used as a

preliminary indicator for large-scale deployment because

of the limited number of available physically connected

sensors and devices, and the fact that this was done over a

local WiFi. But our initial testing indicates that the

resolving (and thus also the registering) should increase

logarithmically in delay with the amount of connected

entities. The retrieval response time should however stay

the same, because it uses peer-to-peer traffic and is thus

agnostic of the size of the network. Our initial measure-

ments also seem to correspond quite well to formulas 4, 5,

and 6 from Sect. 4.2.

6 The feasibility of ubiquitous sensor-assisted

applications

In this section, we will summarize our findings into the

potential feasibility of sensor-assisted applications with a

high quality-of-experience demand, when running on

resource constrained devices. These resources can for

example be battery, data link speed, computational power,

etc. The early successes of application based on Internet-

of-things ideas have hidden many of the future issues

related to these limited resources, as they have focused on a

limited scenario and small-scale deployment. But we

believe that the resource demands of future applications

will increase in magnitude as they seek global proliferation

and large-scale deployment, especially as the demands for

more intelligent applications will increase. However, we

know that the available resources on the devices will also

Fig. 8 An example Markov

model based on the scenario
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increase as technology develops. But the need for balanc-

ing the resource consumptions against the available

resources will still be a problem in future.

One cannot generally assume that as we spend more

resources, the application quality will increase linearly

well. This is because there exists a clear limit, which is

based on our abilities as human beings. Where the quality

of experience of an application does not increase beyond a

certain threshold, just because we spend more resources. In

detail, as we spend more and more resources, we will at

some point hit this threshold where the quality of expedi-

ence no longer increases with the resource spending. For

example, it is of no benefit to have lower response times

beyond human recognition or to provide more search

results than a human can manage. Thus, we will need to

balance our resource consumptions based on the sought

after quality of experience in our specific application sce-

nario. There will be almost impossible to create a general

resource model, because we cannot simply generalize over

all types of scenarios. Thus, without considering the

applications full situation, target group, and scenario, we

can only provide indications for specific scenarios and

provide guidelines for the general case. It is to this end we

provide a potential way of balancing the resource con-

sumption, by adapting, for example, the threshold value of

the context relevance function from Eq. 3 back in Sect. 3.1

7 Conclusions

This paper presented a peer-to-peer-based architecture for

sensor-assisted applications with real-time demands of the

information dissemination on a global scale. The real-time

demands are addressed with peer-to-peer-based communi-

cation that does not proxy or re-route any of the informa-

tion. All information is exchanged directly between entities

to reduce delay and to ensure that the information is

received within the bounded time demands of real-time

applications. Furthermore, the architecture is provided as

an application platform and is lightweight enough to run on

mobile devices with limited resources, which was also

shown in a proof-of-concept application running on three

different types of devices. Thus, we have shown that if we

equip users with many different types of sensor systems

connected to our architecture, it will be possible to create

feature rich applications based on the users current con-

textual situation for a wide range of application. Our

contribution beyond the already established platform has

been to adopt a generic information model which is

extensible and thus enables intelligent application behavior

as well as enabling features such as persistent storage and

offloading computational heavy tasks. Our evaluation

indicates that our proposed architecture should be more

reliable and well scaling than centralized and semi-dis-

tributed solutions, while still being lightweight when

compared to other fully distributed architectures. From

this, we can also conclude that we can successfully address

all the concrete goals stated in Sect. 1.

Goal 1 on seamless access to global sensor information

in a ubiquitous manner was achieved with our globally

spanning platform, which allows any entity to communi-

cate with any other entity which is connected to the plat-

form. Goal 2 on real-time sharing of sensor information

was addressed by applying a peer-to-peer-based exchange

of information, with low delays and no unnecessary prox-

ies. Goal 3 on scaling for a vast number of connected

entities was also achieved with our peer-to-peer-based

approach. This is because our system scales logarithmically

with the amount of connected entities, and it avoids any

central points of failure. Goal 4 on having a generic

information model which enables intelligent application

behavior was addressed with our relevance based context

schemes, which represent an entity’s current situation.

Goal 5 on the support for discovery, querying, and

searching for new sources of information was addressed by

performing relevance and ranking on the context schemes,

Fig. 9 The proof-of-concept application on a TV, a smartphone, and on the Web
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both locally on end devices and in powerful cloud-based

support systems. Goal 6 on the ability to balance the

resource consumptions against quality-of-experience

requirements was achieved by allowing the end devices

and applications themselves to control the amount com-

munication and computational power they are willing to

spend on resource consuming tasks.

Our current work is directed toward further evaluating

resource consumptions based on quality of experience.

This in order to determine when an application is consid-

ered being good enough and any further resources spent are

being wasted. Future work also includes further studies into

a potential impending information overload on the Internet-

of-things and the impact of continuously changing context

information on end devices, especially toward the manag-

ing of resource limitations based on different application

demands.
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